Mapping of the prekallikrein-binding site of human H-kininogen by ligand screening of lambda gt11 expression libraries. Mimicking of the predicted binding site by anti-idiotypic antibodies.
High molecular weight (H-)kininogen, a non-enzymatic cofactor of the contact activation system, has on the COOH-terminal part of its light chain a unique binding site which complexes prekallikrein or factor XI with high affinity and specificity. In a conventional protein fragmentation approach, the prekallikrein-binding site was mapped to positions 556-595 of the human H-kininogen sequence (Tait, J. F., and Fujikawa, K. (1986) J. Biol. Chem. 261, 15396-15401). To gain more insight into the minimum structural requirements of the prekallikrein-binding site, we have developed an alternative strategy employing the lambda gt11 expression cloning system. A ligand assay was established which probes for the binding site in H-kininogen or recombinant fusion proteins thereof by complexation with prekallikrein, followed by a specific antibody against prekallikrein and a secondary labeled antibody. A cDNA library constructed in lambda gt11 from random fragments of a cDNA clone encoding the COOH-terminal part of the kininogen light chain was screened by the ligand assay, and 17 positive clones were identified. Analysis of their inserted cDNA sequences revealed a consensus sequence of 119 nucleotides which maps to the extreme 3' end (positions 1759-1877) of the coding part of the prekininogen mRNA. The consensus sequence encodes positions 569-607 of the kininogen light chain and overlaps by 27 residues (positions 569-595) with the binding segment identified previously by the fragment approach. Analysis of successively shortened peptides revealed that the common segment of 27 residues but not truncated versions thereof contains the essential structural elements for prekallikrein binding. This conclusion was corroborated by the finding that anti-idiotypic antibodies toward a monoclonal antibody directed to the binding segment of 27 residues bear internal image(s) of the binding site of H-kininogen. It is pointed out that the methodology described in this study may prove generally useful in the cloning and mapping of high affinity binding sites of proteins.